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About This Game
Aliya Elasra is an archaeologist, exploring a strange region of space called the Nebula with her robot sidekick Six, hoping to
uncover the secrets of the long-forgotten past. When a roboticist from the University of Iox goes missing, Aliya begins a trail of
discoveries that will lead to the very edge of her world - and the ancient secret of Heaven's Vault.
"One of the most well-realized video game worlds ever, with your curiosity and personality molding your story through the Nebula"
- USGamer
"Heaven’s Vault is both ambitious and beautiful. It conjures a world rich with life... I don’t hesitate to recommend Heaven’s Vault."
- Game Informer
"Heaven's Vault is one of the most enthralling narrative-driven adventure games I've played" - Wired
Sail an open-world of fast flowing space-rivers, discover lost ruins, explore ancient sites, find artefacts and translate their
strange hieroglyphics. Piece together the history of the world and an entire ancient language.
From the creators of massively-branching interactive adventure 80 Days, Heaven's Vault is not your usual linear adventure
game. Progress through the game in any order you choose - the game's fully adaptive narrative remembers every choice you
make, every discovery and every action you take, influencing what happens next. Meet a diverse cast of characters who
remember everything you say, and who's attitude to you will change with how you act. Some are friendly, some are cautious,
and some are out to trick you.
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Who will you trust? What will you find? What will you learn? What will you risk? What will you lose?
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Title: Heaven's Vault
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
inkle Ltd
Publisher:
inkle Ltd
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2019
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NS fans... please come play! ;). Oh boy, this game. Gave me a headache, dude srsly? i bougt this game right, paid my money,
and this crap doestn even work, lol? k. Well, once Ubisoft actually gets their junk together and actually figure out how DRM
works, maybe I can play it. Another victim of the Uplay authentication problems.
Tried filling a ticket with their support team but they're as helpful as a brick is charming. The activation issue has been plaguing
Uplay games for years.
UPDATE:
@ZombieHunter had a useful workaround by closing Steam and trying to launch directly via Uplay; I can get past the
authentication screen but it just sits on a Connecting screen forever. After speaking with other people it looks like the TNG
DLC is causing problems with authentication. So until Ubisoft fixes this, if you're going to pick it up I'd just say get the base
game.. Fun game, plays like a mix between HoMM3/4 and Arkham Horror. Recommended. Really short, more endless reading
than natural dialogue. Good concept, would be better if more than one day was used.. Walls are only suggestions....
This♥♥♥♥♥♥cures my depression, and I'm not even joking.
Walking through levels in a surreal world inspired by internet culture with pretty meme'y and cute characters while collecting
likes and photos to gain internet fame is a pretty good stress reliever.
So far I can say that this is one of the few LSD: Dream Emulator alike games that done it right.
I definitely recommend suckers for exploration games to try it out, doubt you'd regret it.. Short, Fun, Relaxing, challenging at
times. bad text it is difficulte to read
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Beautiful game, really nice art & great aesthetics.
Can't understand chinese tho, would love english translation, even broken english would be grealty appreciated!. If you enjoy
repeating the same thing over and over again, then this game might be for you. But after dying for like the 20th time in a cave
full of dolls with a giant made of dolls chasing after me and killing me, I got pretty bored of the game. When you first start out,
it is the same way, it took me forever to find the inhaler, I died many times. It's also not scary. I guess because dolls don't scare
me. Annoying... Really wanted to like this. It felt extremely cool, subnautica in space I said to myself.
Then the doors said they were open when they were closed.
Then I died from lack of oxygen when I had plenty of oxygen.
Then it told me to make a plant and I did, at least a plant-pot, but that is all the direction I got.
So in short, this could be cool, but apparently it is "finished" and the developer is not fixing this stuff.
. more polished than PUBG 10/10. Good game, Fun to play with games for arround 1hour
Control is fine, people who complains are probably noob to the core.
The music is annoying after a while lol
One thing tho, The team match should have the option to turn off the friendly fire and dedicated spawn point maybe. Otherwise
it feels the same.
All in all it Feels good to play Bomberman like games with your friends again.. Would rate negative stars if I could. Horrible.
This is a great pack and a welcome addition to TS. There are great sounds and cold start operations that are a bit more in depth
than most other Pro series DLCs for TS. You will definitely want to read the included documentation with this before operating
or you may have some early frustrations as others have expressed in their reviews as they could not get the loco to move. The
sounds are fantastic and will suck you into running this beast. Everything from the sound of the pan hitting the caternary after
hand pumping it to make contact, the horns, and the deep hum of this large loco is fantastic. It is well worth regular price.. So
far I have made it to Level 4 and it has been quite challenging so far. I commend the developer and game for literally throwing
you into the fire with only the controls known to you.
I love the music (soundtrack) and it really sets the atmosphere for the dark, enemy filled halls. There is a lack of in-game
options/settings but I feel you don't really need them and if you REALLY want to change something just edit the setup
configuration file.
The graphics aren't the best but definitely fit the environment/genre it is built around, (reminds me of a sci-fi DOOM 95
without the hell part)
Really the only complaint I have is that it crashes on Level loads about 40-50% of the time which requires a restart that doesn't
take very long to get back into the action. I am sure this will be patched in future updates.
Level 3 will have some players scratching their heads on where to get the key to finish the area. Where it is located is a
brilliant/unexpected location.
For 6.99$ I can't complain much since it is very challenging and will have more level installments in the weeks/months to come.
This is actually priced right IMHO unlike tons of other titles that are AAA or Indie. This game will make you think about just
running around corners and blind firing..... the items/ammo/health give just the right amount to get through a level.
Madbox Entertainment KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK!. The balls roll around and you shoot new balls into the correct place to
match colors. It's fun.
Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of DANA Day 17 Report & Known Issues:
Hello everyone,
We would like to thank the community by extending the “launch window” DLC beyond the original planned week to a full
month after release (until May 15). This includes Adol's Adventure Essentials DLC, Digital Mini Art Book, Digital Soundtrack
Sampler and Laxia's "Eternian Scholar" Costume.
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We rolled out a new patch today. It includes the following fixes:

Corrected lighting in caves, dungeons
Fixed issues when different controllers connected (occurred with specific
combination of controllers and PCs)
Fixed a brief freeze when talking to NPCs
Remaining Known Issues & Roadmap:
-Crashes relating to Threading
-Internal Rendering Resolution configuration
-Irregular shadows
-Text errors
Thank you for your support! Please continue to use the Troubleshooting Forum so we can track down and eliminate the
remaining bugs.
Read our past updates and fixes:
Day 1 Fixes
Day 2 Fixes
Day 3 Fixes
Day 4 Fixes
Day 5 Fixes
Day 8 Fixes
Day 9 Fixes
Day 10 Fixes
Day 11 Fixes
Day 12 Fixes

- NISA Staff
. The Eerie Adventures Of Kally 2019 DEMO updated:
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Finally! the new demo is just released today, play and complete the chapter 1, play with your style and get the coolest
updates!
If you don't know about the last changes, please read "Your Build Update" at the news from the community.
I wish you the best of the bests!
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. [Notice] Enhanced Double Down Event!:
Dear SOF Community,
We are happy to hold Enhanced Double Down even this weekend.
DD event will be enhanced as below :
100% > 150% !
We will keep monitoring SOF community and do our best to deliver
the best gaming experience to SOF members !
────────────────────────────────────────────────
▣ Details. Sniper Elite: Resistance - Three Part mini series due in August!:
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A three-issue US-format mini-series based on the global bestselling videogame series lands in August!. Stonehearth Stream!
Malley streams about Landmarks!:
Starting at ~6pm Pacific! (5 min)
Please join us here: https://www.twitch.tv/stonehearth. House of Snark 6-in-1 bundle released!:
Hey everybody,
We have just released House of Snark 6-in-1 bundle on Steam! 20% discount and a number of achievements are waiting for you
there!
We included 2 big HOG series into the bundle - House of 1000 Doors and Snark Busters! Enjoy this 20-hour HOG maddness!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/486810. A random essay I wrote that I'm putting here because I can:
Imagine, if you will, a baked potato. It’s pretty normal as far as baked potatoes go: brown, slightly mushy, and better with salt.
There is only one thing that makes this baked potato unique—it’s 30 times the size of our sun. Obviously, this presents some
problems for the hungry scientist. For one thing, every portion of the potato is gravitationally pulled towards every other portion
of the potato. The portions on the outside are pulled toward the center, since that is where the most potato parts lie. It quickly
becomes an almost perfect sphere, any irregularities crushed to the ground. Those in the center are pulled outwards in all
directions equally, resulting in no overall movement. There is thus tremendous pressure exerted on the center of the potato by its
own gravitational pull. AT this point, the core is squeezed to the point where its very atoms collide, creating enormous energy.
The center explodes. The explosive force of matter and energy pushes outward, balancing the gravity pushing inward. The
potato reaches an uneasy equilibrium: constantly exploding and imploding at the same time; a floating ball of fire in space. We
have successfully baked our potato.
For the next few million years, our giant baking potato acts like a giant fusion reactor. It burns the elements in its core,
producing tremendous force to counteract the constant pull of gravity. Simpler elements collide to form heaver ones, so
hydrogen is the first to go. The potato eventually runs out of that, and gravity makes its move. The center compresses further,
until it’s hot enough to fuse the next element up, helium. Being a potato, there isn’t much of that, and so the fusion cycle
continues for a while. When it reaches iron, a strange thing happens: it isn’t fused. Iron is an incredibly stable element, and the
amount of energy required to turn it into something heavier is beyond even our potato’s power. As the other elements are used
up, eventually only iron is left; A perfect giant sphere of it at the very core.
Something tragic and beautiful happens then. Our potato has been burning for millions of years, and it’s all about to end.
The potato has no energy left. Gravity wins. It pushes inward, and this time there is no fusion to stop it. It pushes the elements,
the atoms, brings even the electrons together—a single moment and that which makes up everything touches, kisses, hugs each
other for the first and last time—and keeps on pushing. The core becomes a point. Just a dot, with no width or depth or space.
It’s only gravity now. The gravity of a former potato thirty times the size of the sun, all in a space so small it can hardly be called
a space. The outer layers of the potato are brushed away into the cosmos by the aftershock of the event, to be forgotten among
the stars. Observers far away might note an explosion in deep space, then they too will turn their attention elsewhere. No one
sees what’s left behind.
The gravity of that single point which lies there is so intense that nothing can escape for one hundred miles away. Nothing.
Not even light itself, the fastest possible thing in the universe. Think about that: a space the size of Honolulu, in which anything
that enters never leaves. It was a potato once, and now it’s a hole in space itself. A black hole, if you will.
Our former potato—now black hole—still has close to the same mass it started off with. It’s in a smaller area, but the stuff it
was made of is still there, in some form. Occasionally, a nebula or a star may cross its path, and will be swallowed by the black
hole. What made up the star will be added to what made up our potato, indistinguishable in every way. As the mass increases, so
will the size of its gravitational pull. The point at which even light itself cannot escape—called the event horizon—grows larger.
As for the inside—there is no way to know what is happening inside. Nothing can ever come back to tell us. All we know now is
that the black hole consumes, and grows, and eats, and grows.
But one day the stars will die.
Nebulae will disperse.
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Galaxies will crumble away.
The universe will grow old one day, and our black hole will still be there. Eons will pass, and nobody will be there to watch
the world’s clock tick, tick, tick; Our black hole will still be there. Humanity will become a distant memory, and the concept of
memory itself will be forgotten—Our black hole will still be there. It will still be there, when everything else has reached its end.
H.P. Lovecraft once said that “with strange aeons even death may die,” and perhaps he was right. Black holes represent a sort
of cosmic death, and black holes themselves will someday die. No one will be there to witness it, but space itself—the shifting
quantum foam that softly bubbles everywhere—will take its due. At all times—even now—particles are created out of the foam,
both of matter and its twin, antimatter. The two are born, then touch, then annihilate each other. This dance of death takes place
all around us, every second of every day. We don’t notice it, since we don’t have to: The particles are gone as soon as they
appear, leaving no net energy behind. Around a black hole however, things are different. If the particles appear near the event
horizon, one may fall in, while the other escapes. The one that escapes must by definition have an incredible amount of energy,
in order to flee the gravity well. Since both particles brought together produce zero net energy, the one that fell into the black
hole must have negative energy. Einstein famously showed that energy can be converted to mass, so in some sense the black
hole just lost mass. It shrunk.
Over an unimaginable length of time, this shrinking by quantum radiation—Hawking radiation, as it is called— will become
noticeable. The particles involved are among the smallest known, so for a practical eternity they have little effect. Of course, we
have forever to wait. One day the last star will die, and the only source of energy left will be hawking radiation. If there is
anyone left alive, they will have to live off of its power, scant though that may be.
As the black hole gets smaller, the curve of the event horizon becomes more pronounced. This makes it easier for quantum
particles to diverge, since the gravitational pull will be significantly different depending on how close to the horizon they are.
The hawking radiation thus becomes stronger, and the black hole shrinks faster. Our black hole—once a giant potato the size of
thirty suns— will die in an explosion of hawking radiation, millions of megatons flowing from an event horizon the size of a
proton.
Our potato will be the dying light of a black universe.
Now that’s food for thought.

Further reading:
https://www.livescience.com/39620-how-big-is-solar-system.html
https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/pdf/2013/06/aa20920-12.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08221
http://www.slate.com/blogs/quora/2013/11/12/what_would_the_death_of_a_black_hole_look_like.html
PS: Wow, I'm impressed you read all that! If you liked it, well, thanks I guess :3
If you're confused, good. The plan is working. MWAH HA HA HA!
-Yitz
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